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Since last 1000 years the only thought that worries the Europe and
related nations, is of antichrist; one may refer to it as a factor that is antiChristianity. The essence of Christianity have given a lot of meaningful
contribution to US and Europe but they are well aware of the fact there is
a possibility of antichrist emerging. Who or what can be antichrist is a
subject they worry a lot about.
Anything or anyone that fights face to face is comparatively easy to deal
with; it’s the hidden, cover war by antichrist that these powers are
worried about. The antichrist can be shrewd; it can have powers that can
be from other dimensions. It could have been prepared from dark and
distant corners of universe; prepared with powers, authorities and armed
with various preeminent qualities. It can be handsome, beautiful, very
powerful and attractive personality. It can be brn amongst Christians and
destroy the Christianity. Western nations are aware that if Christianity has
origin it can also have an end. A tree that has grown to a hundred feet in
2000 years can be cut down in a few minutes.
Jesus founded Christianity based on monotheism; one person founded
the system and so one person can dismantle it. The Sanatana dharma is
not based on one person or one institution, so we have no cause to be
alarmed. As its was not founded by human efforts; it has sustained all
attacks on it. Many religions, sects and way of worships are based on one
person, one book, one thought; hence they are at risk of wasting 90% of
their energy on protecting themselves from the opposite and opposing
elements.
Lion eats and consumes flesh of the deer and that is not against the
deer’s, but if a disease sweeps through the herd, if it reaches epidemic
levels and genetic levels then large number of entire species of the deer
will be at risk of elimination. The lion is not “anti-deer”. Millions of deer’s
are consumed by hundreds of thousands of lions in thousands of years,
but deer’s have not been eliminated. Elimination or destruction is possible
from internal causes. The life energy of the prime species can be arrested
from within, the cessation of internal energy flow destructs. This is an
expansive scientific and secret concept.
Shri Maa Bagalamukhi mantra has a word “Dushtaanam” this is a short
definition of evil. If you can not discern evil; how will you strike it? The
tongue is an instrument that enables one to extract, consume and absorb
life energy from food. An Evil is a parasite and carnivore; it steals energy.
It secretively draws energy from all levels. An animal does not even
realize when a leech sticks to its body and that it is drawing blood.

Various types of blood sucking vile creatures are around us that are
waiting for a chance to draw blood and suck our life force.
Banda (Dendrophthoe falcata, a type of mistletoe) is a weed that grows
as a parasite on a trunk of a tree and it feeds on the trunk of the host
tree. Banda is important ingredient in sadhana of Shri Maa Bagalamukhi.

